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The topic of this paper has been approached by me with
an admixture of uncertainty on the one hand, and humility on the
other. During the process of this year's attendance of the ^avy
Graduate Comptrollership Course, I have been exposed to many new
and challenging influences: the world of business itself,
strange to a professional Marine; the overtones and undertones
of that world as they relate to my probable forthcoming military
duty assignments in the field of military business enterprises;
the theories of economic enterprise translated into practical
business philosophies expounded in the many writings and speak-
ings I have been fortunate to encounter; and the vernacular,
jargon, perhaps the dialect of the business world. And, within
and without, threaded through on occasion, and on others set
aside, as though it night be in a sense an economic or business
denomination or sect, the body of theory and practice called
Comptrollership has been presented. In the main, no overriding
or all-conquering capabilities have been claimed for this body of
doctrine, theory, accompanying techniques, and the like; on the
contrary, most of its advocates have in most cases presented it
in an objective manner with due attention to its abilities and




there are not among its followers, certain zealots in whose eyes
the ideal business organization would consist of the Comptroller
and his vertical and horizontal strata of subordinates. Period,
In some instances, in fact, recitations of this particular func-
tionary's role sound like an adaptation of the Boy Scout law).
Having previously been interested in the field of
systematic executive development programs, I have chosen to
undertake an analysis of these programs and their relationship
to this new field of executive role or action: Comptroller ship.
I have endeavored to answer these major questions:
1. What is the present status of the Executive Development
Pro; rains? What major changes have occurred in the past five
years since last I had contact with the field?
2. Given the field of Comptrollership as I now define and
understand it, is there a place in these programs for development
of comptroller personnel as a category of executive personnell?
3. Regardless of the answer to 2 above, on what foundation
should potential comptroller personnel establish their initial
qualifications for entrance into the field? Further, what
measures should be taken to ensure their progress, not just in
their chosen field, but more* in their present and future business
enterprise, and in the broader field of overall executive
excellence?
The literature concerning the general field of
executive development, let alone that of executives generally, is
c(
overwhelming in quantity, quality, viewpoint, and nuance of
attitude. A total bibliography thereof would far exceed this
paper itself in mere bulk, I have, perforce, picked and chosen,
winnowed and narrowed, selected and thinned to brin~ this /Treat
mass to a size manageable by such an amateur. Other than the
literature itself, I am most deeply indebted to Mr. I. Wayne
Keller, Controller of the Armstrong Cork Company, and to
Mr. G. M. Feiel, Comptroller of the Republic oteel Corporation
for their personal response and sincere and effective effort in
casting the light of their long experience upon this general
field: responsible and sternly requiring though be their duties,
they have not prevented these gentlemen from lending me great
insight into a field known to me previously quite too academi-
cally only.
John P. Wilbern
The George Washington University





A. Background, Executive development pro -rams, as a concerted
and carefully planned activity of wide scope with the purpose
of developing executive talent within a r:iven concern, are a
post-World War II phenomenon, although certain of the present
and some discprded practices can be traced to earlier days.
They have gone through a metamorphosis not too different from
other programs (such as cost accounting) in that certain broad
phases can be recognized:
First phase: recognition of the problem and some
stirrings in the direction of defining it; some vague measures
aimed at producing executives.
Second phase: clearer delineation of the problem;
development of specific actions and techniques to develop re-
placement personnel on a billet-for-billet basis.
Third phase: realization that broader approaches to
the problem must be taken, i.e., that a "pool" of qualified
executives is far preferable to the approach of the billet-for«
billet backup (this phase has been preceded by growth and




Fourth phase: realization that executive development
is not just the creating of replacement personnel, but equally
a matter of improving present performance, of developing further
executive capacity by its present active practice; consequent
development of techniques to these ends. As put by Mr, Harold
F. Smiddy, Vice-President, Management Consultation Services,
General Electric Company, "... the way to learn to mana ;e is by
doing..." ; by this learning, one's executive capacity and
excellence increase.
The movement, for it may be valid to identify it as
such in light of the fact that current surveys indicate better
2
than 7%% of all medium and larger concerns have such a prorram,
really burgeoned with the outbreak of the Korean War and the
accompanying economic expansion. Whereas previously more effort
and emphasis were centered in specialized university programs to
which selected personnel were sent, with Korea the impetus has
shifted to one in which the company- inspired and operated
program is now the more common form. The university courses
have grown as well in both number and scope, but since 1953 the
company without such a plan in operation or under serious con-
sideration has been in the minority. In the process of this
expansion of interest and activity, the most salient feature
H . F. Smiddy, General Electric 'a Philosophy and Approach
for Manager Development (New York: American Management Association,
193577 pV 7.
2
"How Industry Developes Executive Talent: a Survey,"
Management Review , XXXXV (September, 1956), p. 23.

of development of such programs on a nation-wide basis has been
expansion of the scope of the programs proper: the level at
which aimed; the goals; the conceptual basis of the program; the
numbers of personnel involved or affected. But, this progression
must be preceded in discussion by analysis of certain aspects of
the subject, such as terms.
Industry itself has had considerable difficulty in
agreeing upon these terms, and thus upon the steps of the develop-
ment program. "What is an executive?" has received nearly as
many answers as persons questioned. Many firms have refused to
attempt to define the term directly, but have answered indirectly
by listing the qualifications requisite to entrance into their
programs; others have supplied specific definitions but have
varied therefrom in practice. A sample mi lit indicate the range
of the variation:
" A first-line supervisor, or above; also, non-super-
visory persons possessing a baccalaureate degree and between the
ages 28-ij.O."3
" Personnel who set objectives and policies of the
firm -- make decisions affecting profits and future plans --
coordinate several corporate functions or a major Department or
Division -- control performance and results through at least one
"A Guide for Appraising Management Personnel,"
Bestinghouse Electric Corporation, 19$l±, P« 3«
f
Jllevel of supervision. ^
"... solely responsible for administering one or more
functions above that of a first-line supervisor."-'
" A person who is responsible for the efforts of others,
makes decisions on questions as to both policy and practice, and
«6
exercises authority in seeing that decisions are carried out.
Thus, the field of personnel eligible for and participating in
executive development programs has expanded greatly in the past
five years, due not just to inability to define the group to
which to apply the programs, but more to very fundamental
factors. This transition has not been as painful, nor too
strongly resisted by firms already in the field, as one might
surmise; after all, as one company president put it, all persons
in the pro -ram are entitled "executives", when actually only the
board chairman, the executive vice-president and himself really
qualified.
The growth of the executive development phenomenon can
be attributed in major part to the factors below. Indeed these
factors are responsible for the present, past, and apparently
^Fortune Editors, The Executive Life (Garden City,
New York: Doubleday, Dor an Publishing Company, 1956), p. !'•
^"Formal Rotation Programs," Industrial and Chemical
Engineer
, IL (June, 1957) » p. 137.
^Glen U. Cleeton and Charles W. Mason, Executive
Ability; Its Discovery and Development (Yellow Springs, Ohio:
Antioch Press, I9I4-6), p. I4..

continuing shortage of executive personnel, and thus directly for
the surge of programs:
The Great Depression, and the absence of normal business
activity to develop men as one of its by-products.
Two World Wars.
The expansion of the American economy, post-World War
II and Korea.
The competitiveness of the economy, and hence demand
for closer control and more finesse in administration.
In addition to aggravating an already critical personnel shortage,
these factors have been responsible for the metamorphosis of
the early "executive" development program to the broader and
deeper concept dominant now and likely to remain so: the "Manage-
ment" development program. It has actually constituted realistic
acceptance of the facts that the top-level-operated concern of
any size is a thing of the past; that operations these days are
too complex to be capable of mastery and control by a mere hand-
ful at the very top; that authority and responsibility and
decision-making must be decentralized; accordingly, that the
persons to which delegated must be capable of efficient wield-
ing of their new power; that management and managerial personnel
are the proper objects of attention and schooling and development.
This broadening of the concept of possible personnel to be inte-
grated into the program augurs well for better personnel in the
future, a trend to be considered in a subsequent chapter.

As recently as ei ^ht years ago, such programs as were
actively operating bore the title "Executive" Development
Program in major proportion; the outstanding exception to this
rule is the Westinghouse Electric Corporation whose program has
been of the "Management" development type from its inception in
19!?0. Intimations that this might be the trend to predominate
were made as early as 19^6 DY Olen u « Cleeton and Charles W.
Mason, when they stated their belief that about ten per cent
(5*000,000) of the theji United States work force was engaged in
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work of an executive nature. When evaluated in terms of the
body of thought and terms concerning executive personnel of the
times in which they were writing, and upon further analysis of
their statement, it is reasonably inferrable that these author-
ities in the field were speaking of today's "managerial"
personnel, and were arguing that broaden in ; of the development
approach would be necessary if the American economy were to be
properly staffed. Indeed, their definition of the person in
mind at that time shows sharp resemblance to the "manager" of
today: "•.. well rounded individual ... who deviates ••• (from
the average person) In estimated qualities involving health,
drive, judgment of fact, reaction to the human qualities,
leadership
.
.."; this is the man who today is the substance on
which Management Development Programs operate. Further apparent
Ibid.

and implicit in this broadening is the realization by American
business that the development of the personnel essential to the
expanding economy and its operations can no longer be left to
chance. Neither can the process of natural selection alone be
relied upon to produce the managers, nor their outstanding
members who become the true executives in the fullest sense.
Horatio Al.rer is not dead; there are just not enough of him to
permit the old processes alone to be his only path to eminence.
B. Components of Management Development Plans. The fundamental
premise upon which Management Development Programs are based,
then, has two parts:
1. The complexity of present day business and its
tempo exceed the ability of a single man, or a few men, to master
it: more men with managerial skill are required per business unit.
2. Attainment of managerial level and concomitant
skill cannot be left to the efforts of the individual alone: plan-
ned activity and assistance therein are necessary.
What are the processes, the components of management
development programs? They vary according to the one of the
four phases in which a company finds itself. Those concerns with
full programs, i.e., have attained the fourth phase, will be
engaged in the below processes, which constitute a full-blown
program:
1. Organizational Planning: projection of the firm's
t * '
!
8composition, structure, operations, finance, etc., for a period
five to twenty years hence. Especially, statement of the firm's
goals, intended route to attainment thereof, and conception of
the firm's ideal organization at the time of achievement,
2, Prop^ram Targeting ; focus of company activities
upon those tasks, in order of priority, essential of completion
to achieve the goal. Key position designation by progress and
time phase,
3, Key Position Requirements ; determination of
management skills currently and prospectively needed; general
management skills; special management skills; personnel character-
istics and requirements; other factors such as age, health, tech-
nical qualifications, etc,
[|_, Replacement Inventory and Future Plans ; deter-
mination of status and availability of present and future
managerial personnel,
5« Management Personnel Appraisal ; appraisal of
present personnel, both those included in the program, as well
as those being considered for inclusion. Evaluation of present
performance, potential, needs for development and exploitation
of potential.
6, Programs for Development ; Individual activity
and emphasis; group activities; specialized activity for the
individual or the <-*roup in specific terms such as date and action
phases, pro'*rans, type, location, ends sought, means of measure-
ment, etc.

7. Personnel Procurement: location and selection of
personnel presently with the firm; procurement of new, young
blood for programs; selection of outside personnel for entrance
into firm and into program other than at beginning basic level.
Not all of these steps are formally and consciously included in
the programs of each concern active in this field. However, no
firm in the field can be considered to have a program worthy of
the name unless it includes these following processes in its
approach and activity?
Management Inventory: analysis, appraisal and rating
of present personnel according to performance and potential.
Management Development: the planning and conduct of
activity which aims at developing the personnel, quantitatively
and qualitatively, necessary to attainment of the firm's object-
ives and its projected organizational structure.
The plans are wide in scope: they ranr-e from the type
wherein the company does all the planning and conducts all the
activity of the developmental type; to plans wherein the company
performs certain of the developmental work but relies on outside
sources such as specialized university advanced management courses,
extension and correspondence schools, community workshops, social
clinics and the like for most of the specialized, non- job
oriented work; to programs such as that of the General Electric
Corooration which uses internal on-the-job rotation, special job
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assignments, internal workshops and clinics, University Advanced
Management courses, its own Management Research and Development
Institute and its courses and research in administering the
Corporations extensive program. The point should be emphasized
that mere articulation of the seven above processes does not
per se lend balance or excellence to a program: far too many
firms, for instance, are in the field only because they must
"keep up with the Joneses", managementwise, to allow any such
transparent criteria Qf excellence or of completeness to prevail.
C. Summary . The period after World War II has seen the formal-
izing and emergence of systematic managerial personnel development
plans. These plans recognize that the rreat depression of the
1930' s, the two World Wars, the great expansion of the American
economy, and the increasing competitiveness of American business
have combined to prevent the existence of a sufficient number of
qualified personnel to man the economy and guide its expansion
to fulfillment of its potential. The plans have shifted in
emphasis from one of producing a relatively small number of
"executive" personnel to that of developing the far larger
number of "managerial" personnel needed; in the process, real-
ization has come that management must be decentralized to the
lowest possible operating level, since control from the top level
only is becoming manifestly impossible. Management development
plans, accordingly, have expanded in range and scope, in numbers
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of personnel and numbers of programs. Certain processes con-
stitute a well rounded program, but articulation and formaliza-
tion of these processes in a company is not, per se , the criterion
of success or efficiency; continuity, growth, ability to staff
the concern properly, are far more pertinent.
The relationships between the field of Management
Development Programs and the field of business activity called
Comptroll ership is not directly apparent in all its implications;
those relationships will be explored in succeeding chapters.

CHAPTER II
COMPTROLLERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
A« The Field of Comptrollership . The field of comptrollership
is one that closely parallels the growth of American business,
in both its size and its complexity. Naturally, there as been
and will continue to be some time lag between the two, since the
problems created by trie business growth in essence created the
need for the special approaches and viewpoints which comprise
comptrollers hip.
Accountancy is the body of thought and method upon
which comptrollership has been founded, on which it is now based,
and which will apparently continue to be the sine qua non for the
foreseeable future. Initially predicated upon the approach of
the accountant that the financial transactions of the concern
must be recorded, grouped, summarized, etc., the early days of
comptrollership were comprised of not much more than the account-
ing process and its stress upon historical cost processes. The
activity of the early auditors and accountants consisted in
major part of collecting the historical cost data, ensuring its
accuracy and reliability and insuring that the company 1 s assets
were properly safeguarded and accounted for; the comptrollership
aspect of the financial function consisted largely of testing
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this latest data against similar historical data of previous
periods and reaching certain conclusions concerning the effect-
iveness of the latest period of operation. It was in essence
more a process (1) of netting historical data, and (2) of
measuring past performance, than anything else; the fact that
both the accountancy and the audit processes were inter-related
closely made comptrollership something a little more than just
the sum of their two parts.
As business progressed, it became larger in scope and
far more detailed in the ramifications of its day to day function-
ing and necessity for projection and planning. The need for a
role which concentrated upon financial management and which
embraced accounting, auditing, finance in the less broad sense,
and direction of activity became more and more apparent. The
treasurer role, previously the key financial position of the
entire concern, became necessarily limited, since it was incapable
of expansion of scope beyond its previous dominant function:
preservation of the company assets and the records concerning the
same. The financial vice-president, not infrequently bearing the
title of the comptroller, has been created, to rise above the
ruck of mere record keeping, of analysis of historical costs,
of "flying backward to see where we've been". This is a position
and a role established at high enough an eminence to provide the
financial overview of the company's operations in sufficient
perspective to allow of some original thought and imaginative
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projection. The creation of this position has been facilitated,
if not enabled, by the development and wide adoption of new
accounting methods, new schools of thought, new methods of finance,
new concepts of management. The shift of emphasis in accounting
from historical costing to estimated costing and thence to stand-
ard costing as the means of projecting a postulated cost structure
and then measuring performance against it, is illustrative of the
process. At the same time, the complexity of business, rendering
infeasible the grasp of all factors relating to conduct of the
business by one or a very few men, created demand for a person
with an overview and competence in the broad field of financial
management to perform this staff function for the line executives
at the top level. And so, comptrollership has evolved to its
present role of staff specialization in the field of financial
management. In so doing, the thought and the writings of the
persons instrumental in developing the concept of Comptrollership
may have established the ceiling upon the field which may spell
out its ultimate fate: specialization within a broad field, in an
era when the general 1st- type executive is in the ascendant. It
may well further be that insistence upon the staff aspect of its
role may have established yet another limitation upon its poten-
tiality of becoming a truly top echelon capacity: self-denial of
the capability to execute line tasks at this top level,
B, Generalism vs. Specialization , The Comptroller has come to
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the fore in American business with his ability to generalize
within a specialized field of business activity: financial manage-
ment. !•% stating that this development is either good or bad for
the future, this writer believes that consideration of present
trends concerning specialization vs. generalization in business
executive approach should be explored.
The increased complexity of American business stemming
from such influences as rrrowth of the labor movement, increased
governmental regulation, technological advances on all fronts,
etc., has been met by American business with the major technique
which has enabled its quantitative expansion: specialization of
function and of organization. This specialization has progressed
increasingly in all aspects of business activity: manufacturing
processes, sales processes, accounting processes, etc., and
further, specialization within the specialty itself. By way of
illustration, engineering has departed from its classical function-
al divisions of mechanical, electrical and civil to a present
status wherein more than thirty specialized engineering categories
such as safety engineer, methods engineer, industrial engineer,
etc. now exist and are recognized as fields of emphasis within
engineering itself. The colleges and universities have followed
suit, attuned as always to the trends and demands of the industry
and the society which they serve. Or at least, this has been
the pattern of development for the past twenty or twenty-five
years, accentuated by the Oreat Depression and its demand for
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men with specific knowledge and contributions to make, and
World .ar II and its great technical and other specialized
demands.
This trend is reflected by the literature in the field,
by shifts in the emphasis of private company management develop-
ment pro '-rams, and by the numerous executive management
development courses presented by academic activities. It appears
to have begun to reverse itself: if a turning point can be
selected, 19^>3 is the year in which, apparently, the run of the
trend to specialization came to pause; a flowback in the direct-
ion of more generalization in management and executive approach
set in, attaining its present quite ascendant position. This
swing of the pendulum back toward generalization of the manage-
ment function has been preceded (and probably expedited, if
indeed not created) by the developing school of thought which
proclaims managerial ability to be a skill itself, the major
component of which consists of controlling and manipulating the
specialist and his output. As stated by Cleeton and Mason as
early as 19^4-6, executive ability is all-round ability; great
progress in the field of management has been made through
standardization and specialization, but these are only tools, not
the essence of management itself. "... management is a complex




colleges for their over-emphasis upon specialization, in some
instances tantamount to accusing them of training their students
instead of educating them, is expressed by the following quote,
in which the author also accuses the schools of being too
specialized in the type of comptrollership courses offered;
"The college should educate the student in broad fields; the
Controller can train him for the immediate job,""
Thus it appears that if the present trend continues,
the generalist is the executive, or at least the manager, of the
future. This trend is reflected not just in the literature and
the status of university courses. Indeed, the developments in
the company pro -rams themselves point in this direction: phase
three (previously mentioned: the pool of all-round managerial
or executive talent, qualified for assignment to any such
capacity within a company) is the goal of those programs in
evolution now, led to this approach by such concerns as leneral
Electric and the Koppers Company. Added to thi3 influence, or
possibly its cause in part, is the increasing trend toward de-
centralization of the managerial process to the lowest operating
point, especially evident in the larger companies and concerning
which more will be said in a subsequent chapter. Such an
influence, of course, calls for men capable of seeing the effect
of their action upon their firm's totality, not just its impact
within a specialized sphere of activity.
°Prank P. Smith, "College Training for Controllers'




C, Some Present Day Programs, The Comptrollers, and Generalism
vs. Specialization , As earlier indicated, the previous aoproach
of companies utilizing the systematic executive development plan
as its source of managerial talent laid stress upon specific
fulfillment of the needs of the concern for a specific type of
person for a specific billet. This billet-replacement approach
featured, among others, very specialized techniques for selection.
Very thorough and exhaustive analysis of the billet structure of
such a company was performed, the emphasis being one of fract ion-
ization and segmentation down to the specific job: its attributes
were isolated, and thence its requirements were translated there-
from into a specific set of skills and character traits required
of an incumbent, actual or potential. The dominant factor in
this approach was that of the needs of the company: the indivi-
dual was a person to be fitted, with assistance from the company
and from university courses, into the slot, provided he possessed
certain nebulously-defined qualities which indicated generally
that he had the potential. The university courses of this era
and concept tended toward the specialised training approach:
fulfilling the needs of the industrial society as closely as the
group approach implicit in university education would permit, was
their feat re. The thinking of the companies was upon the billet-
for-billet replacement approach. The specific organization chart
with its detailed job description per billet; its color coding
of backup personnel for the billets; the careful coding and
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maintenance of personnel cards to keep track of the progress per
person in the development program; these and other techniques
are symptomatic of the approach of that era and concept. Spec-
ialised training to develop specialized personnel for specialized
jobs was the modus operandi .
The trend away from this specialist approach is re-
presented or at least reflected by the programs of two of the
leaders in the field: the Armstrong Cork Company, and the Republic
Steel Corporation, Never too deeply involved in the specialized
approach, these two companies have nonetheless of late years
shown the swingback of the pendulum in their pro rams. Even
while sponsoring broad management personnel development programs,
these two firms also offer specialist sequences: both, for
instance, offer development programs for comptroller personnel,
for engineering personnel, for sales personnel, which are de-
signed to produce competent managers in these activities. Yet,
analysis of the programs indicates that this emphasis is not the
old billet-for-billet approach, but rather planned activity aimed
at equipping the trainee to function generally in a specific
field of business operation, Armstrong, for instance, conducts
a program for new accounting trainees which ranges in length
from six to eighteen months, according to the requirements of the
job and the needs of the individual. This sequence is preceded
by an intensive company-orientation program which fits the
person into the company on an overall basis first; orientation
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into specific plant processes prior to inception of the trainee's
specialized training program in the comptrollership structure is
also accomplished. Thus broadening influences and yet special-
ized emphasis are here coupled.
Republic Steel Corporation follows much the same
process: broad orientation, then more specific slanting, then
specialized training within the field of major emphasis such as
its famed T.O.T. (Technical Operating Training) program, or its
Industrial Relations Training program, or its specialized account-
ing training program. Each of these is of 100 week duration, and
all are aimed at training the Individual generally in a special-
ized field of endeavor. These programs of the Armstrong Cork
Company and of the Republic Steel Corporation are typical of the
trend away from extreme specialization in that both are a combina-
tion of the education and training processes.
Summing up these two pro rams as symptomatic or as
possibly leading the trend away from specialization, it must
nonetheless be said that their emphasis is still upon the special-
ist in a somewhat restricted field: the comptroller, the engineer,
the industrial relations man, etc. These and other companies with
management personnel development plans are making sincere efforts
to broaden the outlook of their personnel. Development of
generalized management abilities by the use of such other
influences as management courses at universities, workshops and
clinics in the realm of management, sponsoring the formation of
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local branches of organizations like the Society for the Advance-
ment of Management, development of company management courses
within the organization itself, and the like is heavily stressed.
The fact remains, however, that the emphasis is nonetheless upon
the individual's being capable of performing within a special-
ized sphere. This apoears to be particularly true of Comptroller-
ship personnel, whose programs are apparently laid out by the
head(s) of the comptroller departments, and whose pro ress through
the program is, as 3tated by Mr. G. M. Feiel of Republic Steel
Corporation, "closely monitored and audited by the Controller
personnel at the successive levels." It further appears that the
proponents and the advocates of Comptroilership as a new profess-
ion may be overselling their viewpoint. The level of activity
at which the Comptroller should be positioned is pictured in
most of the literature of this body of proponents as being near,
if not at, the vice-presidential level; the function is almost
always considered and described as staff in viewpoint and
approach. However, the opinions voiced as to the ability of such
a person, his role in the concern, the techniques stated to be
at his disposal and which he is urged to adopt, the insistence
that he confine his efforts to the staff realm, and the corollary
that he be confined to the staff realm all these and other
factors tend in the direction opposite to the general trend of
development of managerial and executive talent in industry. The
Comptrollers, it appears, are developing their methodology to the
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de ree that they will become Identified as yet another body of
specialists, to operate within confines necessarily narrowed by
definition of specialization; this, in the midst of and contrary
to the running current of, generalization as the basic aoproach
to the development of managerial (and especially, executive)
personnel of the future. This latter is not to say that the
manager/executive of the future will be a generalist alone, but
rather that he becomes a rreneralist early in the game, as will
be further explored In Chapter IV. Again, if management itself
Is becoming a true profession and its trend is in the direction
of the general is t, could not Comptrollers hip and its body of
advocacy be in danger of causing it and its methods to comprise
a body of technique, and little more than that? After all, if
the executive development programs have previously been accused
of narrowing down the field of executives too greatly by their
insistence upon specialization; if industry itself has been
censored for stifling true executive development by virtue of
over-emphasis upon executive specialization; could not Comptroller
ship make the same mistake? Even if its primary motive is
recognition of the art, and its acceptance at higher levels?
D. Summary . The expansion of the American economy, abetted by
increase in its complexity and Its competitiveness, have pro-
duced the need in the management structure for a financial person
whose role is beyond and above the routine accountant and the
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auditor. This person has grown into the Comptroller, whose role
has also now grown beyond that of the Treasurer. This Comptroller
is established at varying levels In business structures, not
infrequently very near the top where It can exercise its financial
overview of all the firm»s activity to greatest advantage. It,
however, has so concentrated on becoming accepted as a fixture
to American business that it may well have oversold itself; it
may well be cast as yet another specialty in an era placing an
increasing value upon the general executive, vice the specialist
a la (possibly) the comptrollers, the internal auditors, et al.
Expansion of American business has been accompanied by
an increasing emphasis upon the division of labor, i.e., spec-
ialization of function. This specialization in Industry Is
further reflected by similar developments in two activities which
help to support industry 1 s progress and operations: executive
development plans, and university level educational processes.
However, Industry seems to have reached the point in specializa-
tion, in respect of its true executive personnel, whereat it is
swinging back from the specialist- type executive to the general-
type executive: the man with broad managerial capacity plus
conversancy (but not necessarily mastery) of several different
specialties. To the overseer and director of the specialists,
as It were.
Those companies which have been in the executive de-
velopment field for more than five years or so reflect these
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broad trends in their programs, in substantial part. However,
even among such more enlightened concerns as the Republic Steel
Corporation and the Armstrong Cork Company the concentration
upon the development of comptroller personnel as specialists in
the broader field of financial management is apparent. This
emphasis upon specialization in an era trending toward general-
ization in executive approach may well result in ultimate
downgrading of their function to that of just another body of
specialists. Furthermore, the insistence of the comptrollers
that theirs is a staff function, to be kept separated from line
capabilities end responsibilities, may well deny them access to
the higher levels of executive operation.

CHAPTER III
PARTICIPATION OF COMPTROLLER PERSONNEL IN
EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
A, Current Sources of Comptroller Personnel . The sources of
personnel who become participants in executive or management
development programs are three in number:
1. Colleges and universities
2. Internal sources
3. Other companies
Discussion of these sources and their particular characteristics,
qualities, frequency of use as source, and such should be con-
sidered in relation to the general and allied topic of how
companies go about locating, evaluating, and selecting Dersonnel
for participation,
1. Colleges and universities. The methods for locat-
ing potential comptrollership personnel attending colleges or
universities, undergraduate and/or graduate, are approximately
three in kind: personal interviews preceding graduation by six
months or so at the site of the colleges, with publicity handled
through the college and other local newspapers, as well as
through the college placement office; contacts through corres-
pondence with the heads of the business and commerce schools of
1
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the various colleges, in which nomination of the elirible members
qualification-wise is commonly sought and not quite so commonly
provided; and contacts with the forthcoming graduates through
special channels such as trade associations and alumni assoc-
iations. The specific contacts, are, of course, made initially
directly on campus on a oerson to person basis, and constitute
not too much more than a personal screening process, although
this aspect of the general field of executive development is
among those which are -objects of considerable research (see
Chapter IV), The intensity, thoroughness, emphasis and such of
this method vary according to the state of the economy, and
hence of the market: clamors for personnel eligible for comp-
trollership development have been of continuous sizeable
proportion and show us no sirns of future decrease, ' iven the
increased complexity and competitiveness of business and
consequent necessity for closer and closer control of operations
through money means. Once having accomplished the compilation
of a list of candidates by one means or another, and having
approached the interview and screening phase, the company is
face to face with the basic decision: what type personnel are we
seeking? in what numbers (a flexible matter: companies too
often over-select, just to hoard valuable candidates)?, with what
technical qualifications?, with what type of social background?
The fluctuations in academic background demanded of
candidates for comptrollership slots is a smaller and quite
1
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faithful reproduction of the larger field: academic backgrounds
of general executive trainees. During vVorld War II and for the
first few years thereafter, the general demand for executive
trainees was concentrated upon the technically trained men, and
in the comptroller field, upon the accounting- trained graduates.
The demand then appeared to swing back somewhat, and the generally
trained man, and in the field of comptrollership this was the
graduate from a general business administration sequence, became
the object of the search: this swing Is reflected in great masses
of literature extolling the liberal arts-trained graduates as the
person trained in broad and deep processes such as thinking power,
who could learn enou gh of the specialist fields of activity to
fit them into his broad scope. The pendulum appears to have
swung back, yet again to a middle position, at which it now
appears to be stabilizing: in industry at large the combination
of, for instance, business administration and engineering coupled
over a five-year span is representative of the position; in
comptrollership, the business administration graduate with sub-
stantial emphasis upon both industrial relations and upon
accounting or finance is representative of the prevailing senti-
ment. As stated by one eminently successful comptroller who must
remain unnames, "inasmuch as the man we select will later, in a
majority of cases, be concerned with executive or line duties
rather than sjbaff1^ [underlining suppliedj, we are careful to
* Author's note: this concern is in the forefront of a
certain body of opinion which holds that comptrollership is and




choose men who indicate an ability for working with and handling
,.11
men. A3 of the time of writing, despite the furor of Sputniks,
John Dewey f s educational philosophy, and other more or less
related factors, the more rational arguments cluster at this
central position: develop educated, broad men knowledgeable in a
number of smaller, more specialized areas.
Thus, companies seeking personnel for entrance into
their executive development plans upon graduation from collere
are seeking men trained in the business administration field,
with solid background in accounting. They are not, however,
overlooking the graduate trained in broader fields such as
liberal arts, with an extensive background in human relations,
plus some decent exposure to accountancy. Most distinctive
feature of all, however, is their wariness concerning insularity
of approach: while definitely not seeking the B.M.O.C. (Big Man
On Campus), the companies are seeking the man successful in group
activities around the campus, he who has shown himself to be
gregarious, capable of being accepted by and into the group and
becoming one of its leaders, the man who can participate in a
varied span of activities which involve dealing with and through
people. Hence, participation in extra-curricular activities of
a varied scale with varying degrees of intensity and interest,
is one of the dominant criteria by which companies select their
new comptroller personnel and bring them into their organizations,
Personal letter to Author, February, 19£8«
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to grow as managers and potential executives through development
plans operating along the path of progressive experience,
2, Internal sources. The problem of selecting college-
trained men shortly prior to their graduation for integration
into the firrn^s management development program, has been consider-
ed above. That of selecting non-college trained men, as well as
college-trained men who joined the company not as a development
program trainee, or who have acquired their college training
subsequent to joining ^the company, is at least equally troublesome.
It can be said with a certain derree of accuracy that the company f s
difficulties and the difficulty experienced by their executive
trainee personnel, bear a direct relationship to the degree of
executive development-consciousness existent in the company. And,
this factor can be related closely to the purpose of the company
in establishing an executive development program: an organization
such as General Electric, which has related Its capability for
growth and decentralization directly to its own ability to
develop management personnel, will leave no stone unturned in its
search for persons with management potential. At the other
extreme, the company whose program is based upon "keeping up with
the Joneses," or upon meeting competition for new personnel, will
exert but little effort in locating and developing extant
personnel into managers.
The fact remains, business training programs of the
executive development type are far more available to the college-
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trained man. An increasingly large percentage of the executive
group is college trained: in one particular study, 57% of the
executives in question were possessors of one or more collere
12decrees. This is not by way of saying that there is growing
up in the American economy an entrenched executive group whose
major first step into the management realm was predicated upon
their being; college graduates. It is by way of saying,
1. Education is easier to get now, and appears to provide
more opportunity to the individual to become a manager/executive*
2. Education makes it easier for the individual to break
into the executive class.
3. Business, expanding in complexity and scope, has looked
first to the output of the colleges and the universities for
input to its executive development, and thence managerial, ranks.
How then does the person not recruited directly from
college into an executive development program come to comoany
attention, or bring himself to company attention and thence into
that program? As stated previously, companies are coming more
and more to realize that the "natural selection" process of
executive development is not good enough. Yet, what are they
doing about discovering internal talent?
Companies like the General Electric Company and the
Armstrong Cork Company approach management development as an
essential part of each manager's job; and an awareness of the
1?
"More come from the bottom?", Business 7/eek
,
(October 29, 1953> p. 122.
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company's present and future need for managerial personnel, if
-rowth is to occur, is a job qualification. The demonstrated
ability of the manager (1) to develop the management abilities
of his incumbent subordinates, and (2) to uncover further manage-
ment abilities among his personnel not participating in the formal
management development sequence, is a quality upon which his
performance and own capacity for further development and growth
are judged and him graded. In addition, this requirement is
part and parcel of the job analysis and job description of his
assigned capacity. In concerns with this approach, entree is
fairly easily gained, although with .-r-ter difficulty than
directly from coll? ge. The non-college man must do it on ability,
and will probably go further if he obtains college degree work.
At the other extreme is the company in which the non-college
trained man, or the college- trained man trying to break into the
"charmed circle" from within the company. Here, these indivi-
duals but especially the former are in an unenviable position for
the degree Is practically imperative to consideration for the
program. In effect, the college derree operates not just in Its
normal role as a screening device, but more as a device for
exclusion. The college man trying to enter the program from with-
in the company is in a less difficult, but still trying position,
for too often the slots or- billets in the flow process are already




These above circumstances are particularly true of
Dersonnel in the comptrollership field. Where the majority of
the thinking seems to view the college de ree and entrance into
development programs immediately upon its attainment as primarily
a screening device, in comptrollership the college training seems
to be even more the sine qua non of progress. Further, achieve-
ment of the degree after Joining a company seems to bear no
particular magic: the college-degree, direct-entrance man appears
to have an almost insuperable lead right from the start, for the
emphasis of the programs re comptroller personnel lies too
exclusively with college men. Advanced degrees in fields allied
to comptrollership, where the individual possesses an under-
graduate degree not in a comptrollership field appears to offer
some assistance in progress, either into and thus through a
development program, or in progress exclusive of a pro, ram. The
corollary seems also to appear more and more valid: the advanced
degree is more effective in advancing the college-trained,
development program participator toward top echelons. In summary,
companies place the non-college man at a disadvantage: companies
are too prone to be degree-blinded; they use the college degree
as a sine qua non instead of a screening device; they fail to
recognize that the advantages and the aura of the degree can
carry only so far and last only so long; they fail to develop
means to discount the importance of the degree beyond a reason-
able life span; they fail to view the degree as a specialist
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training device in an age in which the trend is running away from
the specialist. Perhaps the best omen for the future of the non-
college-trained, direct entrant is the fact that more and more
companies are looking inward for their future managers and
executives. In effect, the problem of identifying the potential
trainee has been recognized and some research along these lines
has been Initiated. Further, business is paying more than mere
lip service to the fact that development from within is generally
the preferable practice.
3. Other companies. With the increasing trend toward
development from within of management and executive personnel,
the frequency of joining personnel at the management level from
other concerns, and their integration into executive development
programs is very much on the decline. Since not a few of the
companies which have programs have them merely to meet competition
seldom do their programs of themselves attract outside personnel;
rather, they are just another factor and likely to have more a
shell than any true substance, and hence are most unlikely to be
the deciding factor in a contemplated job switch. However,
certain companies such as the General Electric Company, Koppers
Company, Armstrong Cork Company, Republic Steel Corporation, and
Westinghouse Electric Corporation are known throughout the
economy and to an extent, throughout the world, for the excellence
of their development programs. Further, these programs are
accorded substantial credit as contributory to the attainment of
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their eminence by these companies. No figures or data exist
concerning the interrelationship between the existence of an
executive development program and executive job-switching.
Suffice to say that the phenomenon occurs, and a concerted, well
planned and well administered program represents an excellent
prospect for progress. In fact, it might well be another index
of the progressiveness of a concern, to a present manager or
executive considering a job change for pro-ress purposes.
B. Some Approaches Used by Business in Developing Comptroller
Personnel Through Systematic Development Plans. An outstanding
feature of the half dozen or so letters received by the author
from comptrollers, in response to queries concerning their
management development programs and their bearing upon comp-
troller personnel, was the presence in each such reply of a
statement such as this: "Because of the highly individualized
nature of our program, I do not feel that I can furnish you
information which would be any more than only generally helpful
in the specific area of comptrollership. This is because each
of the individuals on our Comptroller^ staff would have a
,.13
specific program tailored to his own needs. This statement
encapsulates, in effect, one of the few factors co mon to the
programs analyzed by the author: that there is no uniform
approach to the field of systematic development of comptroller
1
-*per.sonai letter to author. Name withheld at request
of the writer., February, 195>8.
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management or executive personnel. Rather, even though such
sub-programs of an overall company effort do indeed conform to
its general features, the comptrollership aporoach is varied
according to the comoany goals, position of the comptroller,
source of personnel and such factors. Accordingly, analysis of
a few of these approaches in the field of comptrollership may
help to provide some insight into present approach and methodology.
At the start, most of the programs for development of
comptroller personnel are predicated on the assumption that the
trainee is a recent college raduate, that he has had substantial
exposure to accountancy, and that he is generally well oriented
educationally in the overall field of business. The oro~rams
proceed with a period devoted to the company's operation, major
functions, major operating policies, place and role in the
industry of which it is a part, and general matters of this nature.
Thence, the program moves into sequences which possess the
following general features:
1. Specialized training, of an academic nature, devoted to
specific accounting and financial procedures of the given company,
2. Assignment to some element of the Controller's organ-
ization: Head Office Controller, Livisional Controller, Department
Controller, Plant Controller.
3« Execution of specific program laid out for the trainee
in the specific assignment or capacity indicated in 2. above,
[j.. Rotation on a fairly regular basis among the various
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levels of the Comptroller organization, generally on a pre-
planned basis in order to assure as well rounded as possible a
comptroller background and training,
5, Assignment on a permanent basis to progressively higher
billets in the Comptroller structure, contingent upon billet
vacancy, trainee capability, trainee adaptability, and the like.
In mo3t cases, trainees are worked in at the lower levels of the
vacancies, with ex-trainees filling the higher vacancies created
by promotion, new needs, etc. In this manner, trainees take on
"permanent" assignments which result in the "trainee" phase
ending.
These further general practices are common to comp-
troller personnel development pro-ams
:
Head Comptroller monitoring, if not actual control, of
progress of each comptroller trainee.
Comptroller designation of personnel to be assigned to
vacancies.
Comptroller technical advice and assistance to development
program administrators.
Emphasis upon individual effort and individual progress and
development after completion of formal phase of development
program.
Combination of formal and informal policies in developing
personnel, or, as one comptroller put it, "ensuring the bringing
along of the right type of person."
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Propensity, either deliberate or not, to "ride along with
the times," feeling that "It has so far produced the necessary
leadership for the department," ^
Thus, the similarities among the formal comptroller
personnel development programs, as well as those of the years
following evolution of the graduate trainee from the formalized,
concentrated phase into the informal, fluid, almost do-it-yourself
phase, which never really terminates. This last phase lasts as
long as (1) the company program is projected, (2) the manager
continues to progress, and (3) the company is able to retain and
promote him. Its emphasis is upon informality on the one hand,
and different techniques other than those with a training slant,
on the other. Foremost among these are:




Specialized assignments deliberately designed to bring
out a special quality, or to develop a certain skill.
Interim "acting" assignments to the next higher job —
absence interim assignments.
Encouragement of membership in such organizations as the
National Association of Accountants, and the Institute of
Ik





Assignment to specialized short courses at universities,
as well as to more generalized, management- type courses such as
the Advanced Management Program at Harvard University,
Attendance of American Management Association seminars.
Through all fchese various paths and routes runs, however, the
single unifying theme: emphasis upon development as Comptrollers,
All other approaches appear to be subordinated to this one theme.
Perhaps this is not uncommon: perhaps the Engineering, the Sales,
the Manufacturing, etc, divisions practice the same policy. The
fact remains that in the opinion of the writer, the Comptrollershija
trees are blinding the comptrollers to the management forest,
C, Evaluation of University and Company Comptroller Personnel
Development Programs . This topic must be dealt with in terms of
three different types of programs: college under- graduate programs;
company programs; college post-graduate programs. Since they
have a certain amount of overlap, or since at a minimum each is
most often condition precedent to the next, they shall be con-
sidered in the sequence in which above named,
1, College undergraduate programs:
Narrowness: these college programs are accused in major part
of attempting to beach the student far too much specialized
knowledge without providing adequate background for the special-
ized approach. In essence, they are accused of being more
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training programs, rather than constituting an educational
process.
Technique emphasis: a slightly different form of the one
above, but one which accuses the college pro -rams of neglecting
principles for the teaching of practical methods,
'go much concentration on business administration and
allied specialties, with too little time devoted to courses in
economics, A strong sentiment that about forty per cent of
undergraduate time should be spent on the business sequence,
with that forty per cent split evenly between economics and
business administration subjects, exists.
Too little time devoted to fields of enquiry which
teach a man to think, on the one hand, and to deal with people
on the other. Development of technicians tied to the "book,"
and too devoid of the human graces in dealing with persons.
Too little stress placed upon character traits as the
l£
major element involved in personal failure in business.
Fostering too great reliance upon the college degree
as a factor in progress, instead of relating it to its primary
importance of getting a job.
Failure to attract better minds and interests to the
field of business administration, and especially to comptrollership
V~> 90^0 of all firings are based upon character trait
deficiencies, only 10% on technical deficiencies. Character
traits account for three times more than any other factor in
failure of promotion, Cf, Albert J, Nickerson, "Climbing the
Managerial Ladder," Saturday Review of Literature , XXXVI
(November, 19>3)» p. 35,
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2. 3usiness Comptroller Personnel Development Plans:
Overspecialization in development of personnel - not enough
flexibility in approach.
Poor organizational planning preceding either inception of
a development program, or the beginning sequence of personnel
participating in the program.
Poor determination of company goals, policies, plans, etc,
relative to the program and its participants.
Insincerity of programs: "keeping up with the Joneses";
window trimming; faddishness; etc.
Over-emphasis placed upon the college graduate as the key
person in the development of comptroller personnel. Corollary:
too little attention to (1) the non-college trained -roup, and
(2) the college-trained, non- trainee group.
"Management Development Personnel" vs. "Non-supervisory
Personnel," is symptomatic of the approach used by one large
concern to keep the two groups identified and thus: segre-
gated .
Failure to control the "fair-haired boy," and the "Heir ap-
parent" influences and attitudes, and to prevent their accumulat-
ing too great a degree of validity.
Failure concerning college trained men,
to have a purpose or goal in hiring them,
to have a specific plan of utilization after hiring then:
to provide a proper orientation program.

MFailure, concernin- -raduates from specialized sequences
such as college Advanced Management Courses:
to have a olan to utilize the graduates,
to integrate this special approach with the other
approaches or methods of other company programs,
to be prepared to permit graduates to apply new skills,
or try out new ideas,
to prepare the organization for the impact of the
returnees from special courses and the like.
Too much reliance on "natural selection" as the process by
which top executives tret there.
Failure to develop new talent; rather, too great emphasis
merely on improving present performance.
Failure to stress self- improvement as the best and surest
way to advance in the comptroller field (to which there are
certain exceptions such as the General Electric Company, Arm-
strong Cork Company, Republic Steel Corporation, Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, the Koppers Company).
Insularity and parochial attitudes of "Comptrollership only."
3« College Graduate-level Programs
:
Too general in aspect and scope to be of true value.
Too detailed, and hence too inclined to be more a graduate
training process than an educational process.
Failure to ascertain the goals of the sponsoring organiza-
tion, or to determine the goals to be served by rendering the
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service of offering the course.
Failure to emphasize the art of integration and the science
of synthesis as fundamental to the growth of the individual from
an accountant to a comptroller.
Failure to apply varied methods in conducting advanced
courses, e.g., over-emphasis on case study methodology.
Failure to guide or to assist the organizations for whom
operating the course, in their fixing of
(
roals sought to be
fulfilled, both course; goals and company goals.
Failure to lend proper assistance to companies in establish-
ing their own internal advanced courses.
D. Summary. There are three principal sources of personnel,
potential comptrollers, who become participants in systematic
executive personnel development plans:
Colleges and universities.
Sources internal to a company.
Other companies.
Of these three, far the greatest input to the development pro-
grams stems from the first. Where earlier the companies had
sought college graduates highly trained in accounting and other
special phases of financial management, in keeping with the
trend the companies now seek more often the college graduate
with a general business administration background and some
specialty in financial management.
•
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The non-college trained man, and the college- trained
man not integrated into the company's executive development
program his starting with the concern, are at a disadvantage
from the start, and experience great difficulty in coming or
bringing themselves to the attention of management in sufficient
manner or time to become integrated into the program. The
companies themselves have been very blind, or possibly just back-
ward, in recognizing this excellent source of potential managerial
talent, despite their-- emphasis upon "development and promotion
from within." The executive or manager entering the firm at
some management level other than those at or near the bottom is
the exception, and formal company plans have next to no provision
for him.
Company comptroller development plans have their
greatest similarity in one feature: the special, tailored approach
taken by each concern to its developing of its own comptroller
personnel. The various programs orient the trainee, rotate him
through the different jobs, give him longer or shorter formalized
training periods, assign him subsequently to a permanent billet
In the comptroller structure. From there, he makes his way up-
ward, usually monitored by the Comptroller himself. This
specialization and just possibly, cliqueishness, pervades the
plans: Comptrollers for comptrollership almost appears to be the
dominant theme.
The under-graduate and the graduate roles played by the
I
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colleges and the universities, and the company comptroller
personnel development plans have many shortcomings, despite their
individual and collective contribution to the solution of the
single problem: identification, selection and development of
managerial and executive personnel to staff and operate the
expanding American economy. The separate and the jointly-shared
deficiencies must be resolved: closer coordination of their




All future trends in the personnel development field
must be related to the matter of business trends, but the bus-
iness trends themselves will very possibly be influenced in
substantial part by the mane -ement and executive personnel, who
will operate and staff the businesses themselves. In turn, these
two will be substantially affected by the research and develop-
ment which will continue to be conducted in the sphere of
systematic management and executive personnel development plans.
The three trends (business, plans proper, research and develop-
ment) in turn bear heavily upon the future of comptroller
personnel, who as an entity and still as role-players, represent
a minority part but are nonetheless an important by-product of
the interplay of these three basic considerations. Despite the
great degree of interdependence among the three trends, they
shall be treated as separate factors; the inter-relationships
and bearings upon one another shall be left, in major part, to
the readers' inferential processes.
A. Business Trends . DecentralizaJbion__of business^ the process
in which the increasing size and bulkiness and unwieldiness of
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operation are o IT set, aDpears to be the major trend of the future
in regard to the development of managers, executives, and their
control techniques. The tendency toward merger of concerns with
similarity of enterprise is on the increase; yet it is accompanied
by inevitably increased complexity of conducting business in a
surrounding increasingly more competitive. Decentralization of
operations to a lower and lower level, yet within a limiting and
guiding framework of top level-decreed policy, is the orospect
of the future. The present status of the large concern, operated
from the top with an increasing number of specialists to land
assistance, Is adroitly expressed by Mr. John L« McCaffery,
President of the International Harvester Corporation: M iVe sit at
our desks all day, while around us whiz and gyrate a vast number
of special activities, some of which we only dimly understand.
«l6And for each of these activities, there is a specialist.
Decentralization is the mood and mode of the future of a number
of the present lar^e concerns. As put by Mr. Ralph Cordiner,
President of the General Electric Company," Not customers, not
products, not plants, not money, but mana ~ers may be the limit
17
on the General Klectric growth," ' this is the context of
General Electric f s present and projected growth being predicated
upon decentralization as the means of ensuring future growth.
16
M. French, "Waking Specialists Into Managers,
American 3ualness , XXV (January, 1955 )» P* 1+5*
1
'Harold P. Smiddy, loc. cit ., p. 9.
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The ultimate may well be the delegation and decentralization of
responsibility and authority to the lowest point capable of
action, which organizationally finds expression in the "separate
operating unit" concept; this concept envisages future big
business as a federation of entities operating within common
framework of policy.
Generalises vs,_ Spe.ci_ali.sts_ is an issue which bulks
large as a trend of the future. At present and for approximately
the past five years, the executive as a Generalist has been hold-
ing sway and appears to be in position to return to the dominant
position in actual practice which he has held in academic fields
for better than a decade. It does not apoear that the pendulum
will swinr all the way back to the position that contemplates the
executive as a liberal arts-trained thinker who uses scope and
breadth of approach to direct the efforts of the mob of special-
ists. It does apnear that a mid-position, the broadly- trained
executive with a good grasp of several different specialist
skills, may possibly prevail. In the financial field, this speaks
of the President, or chief operating executive, as an executive
with grasp of comptrollership/financial management, marketing and
one or more of the other fields. This trend places emphasis upon
the executive as a leader, not a director; upon him as a concep-
tualist, not a scanner of the past and present; upon his
innovative abilities, not upon his ability to execute present
policy.

wCompJ;roJLlership_ i^self^ based upon accounting as a
means of financial management and with emphasis upon its appli-
cation as a tool for forecasting and for control of policies,
procedures, and plans designed to attain those goals, is a
definite factor in the future trend of business. Comptrollership
and its advocates must be circumspect in the manner in which
their cause is espoused, lest it tar itself with the brush of
over-specialization in an era in which the tide is running toward
the generalist as the .executive of the future.
Business is moving, trendwise, in the direction of
adoption of several new techniques of executive action, and of
executive performance evaluation and appraisal; such possible
adoption connotes necessary adjustment of present development
plans, as well as research into the general fields entailed to
come up with educational processes leading thereto. Among these
are the "separate business" approach already mentioned, which
when joined with its near relation, deep delegation of power and
responsibility, require definite steps to be taken to lay the
groundwork for their realization. Practices like the creation
of special assignments as both a development and an appraisal
technique present certain challenges, as does the method of
horizontal and vertical job assignment-switching among more or
less generalized- type executives or managers. The use of
multiple-executive appraisal, group evaluation of the performance
and potential of a given development program candidates or
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trainee, presents certain requirements inasmuch as it too is a
method being used more widely as time passes. These and other
techniques and approaches are representative of business trends
of the future which relate directly to the activity of developing
managers or executives, and accordingly must be reflected in
any such future activity,
B, Executive Development Plans Proper . In effect, the future
trend of executive development plans themselves consists in part
of correcting their shortcomings, described partially in the
preceding chapter. More importantly, however, there are certain
aspects or features of present plans and present thought about
such plans which indicate generally the direction they may well
move, as well as certain present shortcomings necessitating
correction if the plans are to grow in the future. The former
category will be treated first,
1, Major shortcomings needing, correction:
Re-evaluation of the college degree as practically
the sine qua non for candidacy.
Corrected perspective concerning the specialized
degree, as well as the generalized degree.
Re- evaluation of the position of the non-college
trained person as a candidate for an executive
development program.
Final discrediting of the wfair-haired-boy,
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"heir presumptive or apparent" aura accompanying
too many plans.
Final discrediting of the "natural selection" and
the "leaders are born, not made" theories of executive
development,
2. Major trends of development of plans. It is the writer's
opinion that the major item in future trends of executive devel-
opment plans will be the realization that there should be both
management development and executive development plans. There
is not actually the dichotomy of function and field of action
which appears to exist; rather, that of executive action is an
advanced phase of the sphere of management action. It is best
expressed reversely by saying that there are actually very few
true executives In the group now loosely called "the executive
group," Accordingly, plans and schools of thought which had
their origin as executive plans and then grew Into management
plans as a broadening process, must now evolve to a higher phase:
extension and refinement of management development processes to
the production of executives in the true sense of the word and
sphere of operation. The programs, accordingly, must take on a
longer range, more pervasive and more refined aspect, yet broaden
out to develop the person of broader scope thus envisioned and




Comptroller development programs themselves must be
broadened out, if comptrollership is to provide the base for
development of the generalist executive, vice the specialist/
staffer or operator. Among expanded facets needed are far more
emphasis upon the managerial and interpretative aspects of the
comptrollership function, more attention to oral and written
communications, much more human relations skill, more attention
to the forecasting aspect of comptrollership method and practice.
The programs must continue their present trend away
from formal schooling as the major method of developing the
needed managers and executives; rather, the concept, approach, and
emphasis upon organizational structure and organizational planning
as the major foundation upon which to predicate the plans must
prevail. Schooling as always has and will have its part to play.
It is nonetheless a part, an ancillary activity which supports
structure and planning in helping to attain company future goals
and objectives.
Executive development as a process in which the basic
capabilities of a man are brought out of him, "development from
within" in a sense, vice the idea of instillation of the qualities
upon the man, offers 'Teat prospect for the future. As one out-
standing executive put it, "The truly good executive develops from
within, not as the result of training."1 To put it another way,
18
F. L. Larkin, ''Selecting Future Management," Edi3on
Electric Bulletin , XXIV (September, 19;^>), p. 93.
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the individual must be provided "opportunity to release and
10
develop his potential," It is significant that those suc-
cessful plans with which the author has Kad some contact
emphasize this as the basic process; witness Armstrong Cork
Company, Republic Steel Corporation, General Electric, Westing-
house Electric. More attention and stress to this approach
appear to be certain to pay the dividends sought.
Human relations skill is coming to be recognized as
possibly the primate quality on the basis of which progress and
potential of the manager/executive will be measured in the coming
years. This is the skill which operates in bhe realm of how men
react; its success or failure is measurable in terms of how well
subordinates, peers and sometimes superiors, are motivated to
work together toward the goal designated by the wielder of the
skill. This skill, however, is broader than just practicable
skill in the industry or job at hand: it is far broader than that
and embraces human relations skill in governmental contacts,
contacts with the community of which the business is a part, with
competitors when in contact with them through trade associations,
and other such contacts. This skill must be developed, it seems,
to the point where it dominates the circumstance in which other,
more specialized and probably more technical skills are to be
applied to specifics. It is fundamental to the development of
197James C. Worthy, "Planned Executive Development,"
The Controller , XXI (August, 19^1 >,p. 3^0.
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leadership ability, which has been called, "...not a set of
manipulative activities one pulls on or off at will.,, a style
of behavior... a consistent way of acting in a responsible
position.
The future trends of the management and/or executive
development pre t rams then appear to encompass these above
influences or directions of pro ress. Their oal or necessity
might be expressed: "An enterprise must rely for survival and
progress on the personal qualifications of those who make up
its ranks and direct it,"*** or, "From an overall point of view,
the ability of an institution to produce leaders is more im-
portant than its ability to produce efficiently and cheaply*"
C. Research . Viewed in terms of its comparative recency of
birth and rrowth, the field of systematic management/executive
personnel development has come a lonr? way. Viewed in terms of
its ultimate r;oal, provision of competent management and executive
personnel qualified for their present billet and the next higher
one, in the proper number and at the proper time, tine program
has infinite distance to o. This is not to deter it, but rather
to challenge it yet further: the challenges of;
20Howard V. Finston, Managerial Accounting:
Challenge to Accountants," Journal of Accountancy , CII (July,
1956), p. 37.
21
ii. W, Johnson, "vVhere Management Development
Belongs," Nation's Business, VL (June, 19lj.5>), p. 35.
ft** ' ' '• '
Albert J, Nicker son, "Climbing the Managerial
Ladder."




the depression of the * 30s
the complexity of business
the competitiveness of business
the tremendous expansion post World War II
have spurred it to its present levels; their continuing effect
plus such new influences as post-Korean war expansion, automation,
EDPM systems and such, must spur it on to new heights. It must
be accomplished and if possible, preceded and led by research in
the more fundamental fields of executive action, decision making,
and general managerial ability; these fields in turn must provide
some of the answers to (and some of the questions to be answered
by) research in the sphere of planned executive development.
In this latter field then, these are among the areas
in which research would seem to be indicated:
Identification and selection of personnel to be considered
for the pro -ram; scientific and hence objective means for this
selection, to supplant the present old wives' tale of "top
management intuition" and its inaccuracies, inefficiencies, and
inequities.
More accurate identification and selection procedures.
Procedures for earlier selection.
Better qualitative measurement of potential before phasing
into the program.
Better means of determining potential during the program.
The needs in this area are thusly well expressed: "There is a man
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between 20 and 30 years of age in my corporation who will some
•23
day be president, but I have no notion of who that young man is.
The tests themselves: identification, selection,
qualification, potential, progress, capability, aptitude, moti-
vation, stability, offer a tremendous area. In process, care
must be taken to avoid creating the aura of panacea around the
tests. Further, the present condemnation of tests as crutches
or substitutes for the very hub of executive existance, decision
making, must be overcome or neutralized.
There is demand for techniques within the development
field itself. Some of these are techniques,
permitting firms to meet their overall responsibilities,
yet to decentralize authority and responsibility to the maximum,
creating deliberate vacancies to measure the adequacy of
the planned replacement, without material diminution in operating
efficiency.
indicating more clearly to academic activities the specific
needs to be served in supporting advanced management programs
and the like.
bringing the outstanding men to the fore, arid ho the top,
more quickly. This need becomes more apparent when one realizes
that more education is being required each year; through decentra-
lization the executive- to-be has more levels to attain and
23
E
Executive? (New York: Columbia University Press, 1955)* p.




surmount; the programs are turning out more competitors; retire-
ment ages are constantly reducing the effective period to get
to the top.
D, Summary, Future shape and substance of the systematic
executive personnel development field will depend upon the
evolution of trends in the business field, among the plans them-
selves, and in research conducted in both fields. These three
are closely related and interdependent, and thus will bear upon
and influence each other.
The major business trends include increased decentral-
ization of business structure and operations, generalist executives
versus specialist executives, the role of comptrollership in
business, certain business methods and techniques which affect
managerial and executive personnel, and others. The plans them-
selves incline to certain directions such as re-evalution of the
importance of the college degree and discard of certain outworn
concepts such as the "fair-haired boy" and the "natural selection"
theories. Their most promising direction encompasses their
developing refinements of present plans so as to produce the
true executive from continuing crop of managers. Research into
the fields supporting both the academic and the operating business
plans entails exploration of the areas of identification and
selection, measurement of potential and development and limitation;
and such directly applicable matters. In the broader area of
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executive development techniques, much remains to be done in
searching out and producing techniques for internal business
applications such as deliberote job vacating and the like.
In essence, the future holds much more work: refinement
alone is not the only vista, new and totally different concepts
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